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Warning! This book will teach you how to seduce a woman in one glance, intimidate your peers, and

how to unleash the alpha male in you! Ever had trouble holding eye contact? Want to be seen as a

leader? Want to be seen as confident, in control, and completely at ease with the man you are?

Forget all the self-help books; it's all in the eyes, my friend. Science has shown that the eyes

actually are the gateway to the soul. When looking at someone deep in their eyes, you see that

person's true character. Their soul, if you will. By mastering the art of eye contact, you will be able to

harness this scientific fact. You can use it for good or evil. But one thing is certain. You will have

everyone around you responding differently. You will be on track to unleashing your alpha! How

mastering eye contact will improve your life: People Will Look at You Differently You Will Get More

Respect You Will Feel Better About Yourself You Will Be Seen as More Confident and Attractive

Your Interactions Will Be More Intimate and Intense Sound like something you'd be interested in?

Learn the secrets of eye contact training: The Eyes of the Alpha Male The Alpha Male Mindset Why

Eye Contact is So Important Building More Intimacy Conveying Your True Self Through the Eyes

The Silent Opener: Talk to Girls Without Speaking How Eyes Display Body Language The Eye

Contact Contest: Who Will Break First? Eye Contact "Ninja" Trick That Seduces Women on a

Glance! Mirror Neurons: The Science Behind Eye Contact Winning Through Intimidation: Concrete

Examples of Alpha Eye Contact Land Before Language: The Evolution of Non-Verbal

Communication And Much, Much More
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The message was good, but the author didn't proofread or have someone else review the book

because it was published. Several sentences were awkward or simply didn't make sense, several

instances of simple incorrect grammar (your vs you're), and he kept calling the read "my friend or

bud". Otherwise, it was interesting.

I purchased this book as a present to a male friend and we read it together. It was a very

entertaining read. At the end of the book, we discussed about the advises given and we both

believe that they are very effective. Me, as a woman, I would very easily fall for a guy that can

communicate with his eyes. Because, on top of all, the eyes are the windows to the soul. Looking

through my eyes onto the world, and looking through the eyes of others into their minds.

Men are dominant in nature. And ego is one of the most important things for us, we must set the

standard, we must control the situation, be the alpha. And being an alpha isn't just in words but also

in your body languages, even just in eye contact. If you are interested how it is done, then I suggest

this book. It is very well written and detailed on how to achieve the body languages of an alpha

male.

Almost no content. What little there is, it is painfully obvious the author has little insight and nothing

to offer. Even worse are the obvious fake reviews. Something I feel very strongly about that  should

ban everyone involved. Ban the author. Ban every single person who is a professional reviewer or

friend of the author. Should give serious consideration to extending the refund function to digital

goods.Most people would avail themselves of it.Don't get me wrong, I'm a big fan of self publishing

but there is a fine line between a self published book of worth and pumping out garbage to see who

is willing to risk a couple of bucks on the off chance the author might know SOMETHING.

I dont understand why some people did not find this book helpful. i found it very useful and

informative.mastering the art of eye contact is something that is diminishing slowly from our society.

but the fact that eye contact is a very powerful tool to become dominant among your peers should

not be ignored. the book is very detailed and has efficient strategies and techniques on how to

master the art of eye contact. i recommend it to everyone.

This book is like the continuation of the book social skills which was also written by the same author.

I bought this book because I honestly have a low self-esteem and I tend to be an introvert in most



cases. I found his advice's very useful to me especially on job interviews which is actually the

reason why I bought this book in the first place. Thumbs up to Sean who has been helpful to my

personal issues. I highly recommend his other book as well because when I read these 2 books it

made it so perfect.

It's perfect for learning how to use eye contact. I have used its ideas and have learned how to make

conversation with men better and especially with woman.

Brilliant topics, very easy to understand and grasp the concepts. Had fun exploring the text, and

learning more about being an Alpha!
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